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IDFA to expand and develop Online Collection 
Online audience interest at unprecedented levels during lockdown 

 
IDFA’s Online Collection, first introduced in 2007 as IDFA.tv and then relaunched as 
the IDFA Online Collection in September 2017, received unprecedented audience 
engagement in March 2020 within the context of global confinement. In response to 
the exceptional organic interest, IDFA’s team has begun developing and optimizing 
the online offering.  

Documentary films and new media projects that were previously programmed at 
various editions of IDFA are regularly added to IDFA’s website for visitors to watch at 
home. In the coming months, the IDFA Online Collection will be further developed to 
ensure additional opportunities for audiences and filmmakers alike. 

Quote from Orwa Nyrabia (Artistic Director):  

The exceptional surge of interest in watching documentary film online that 
we’ve experienced in the past few weeks said a lot about audiences’ interest. 
This will never replace the social experience of going to the cinema, of being 
together, when that becomes possible again, but it will offer films a better 
chance at a second life after their initial cycle in the market. The interests of 
the filmmakers and those of the audience are more aligned now than ever, and 
this will not be limited to this time of crisis.  

Approximately 300 films can already be watched for free and about 500 projects are 
available for a small contribution. This contribution will go directly to the filmmakers, 
distributors and/or other right holders. During this particular period of global 
confinement, the audience seems to find a meaningful relief in watching 
documentary film. The number of visitors to IDFA.nl has reached a record height for 
an off-festival period, with 18 times more visits in the past month compared to the 
same period in 2019. 

IDFA’s team is actively reaching out to filmmakers about their IDFA-selected films, 
with the aim to further expand the Collection.  Furthermore, IDFA’s online channels 
will be continually updated with curated sets of films, pathways, and various filters to 
help viewers navigate the large Collection, in addition to regular programmer tips and 
newly added titles. Visitors will be guided through the wide range of films and new 



media projects via various access points and navigation routes, and IDFA’s team will 
continue to examine the user experience and gradually optimize the platform.  

IDFA’s Pathways and tips 
	
The program team has developed Pathways through the Online Collection to help 
viewers and assist them in making a thematic choice. More selections will be 
included the upcoming period. Find a small selection below:  

Pathway: On the road 
To help us navigate uncertain times, we present a selection of films that prompt us to 
experience life in motion, where the destination is secondary to life in the present 
and the landscapes that pass us by. The process of the journey is an opportunity to 
know better who we are and our courage is being tested by the passage through 
time and space. When familiarity and certainty no longer hold us in a comforting 
embrace, there is nowhere else to go but forward. Even as we remain in physical 
stillness, we are, in a more profound sense, embarking on the road to a new future, 
and it is more difficult than ever to see where we are going from where we stand. 
	
Pathway: Solidarity in times of social distancing 
In a time when “social distancing” is the motto, we are all discovering that “solidarity” 
is more important than ever. We need to maintain physical distance from one 
another now, but we will not overcome this crisis as individuals. We need to open our 
understanding of humanity as a whole. For this reason, we have put together this 
program of films from our Online Collection. The viewer is invited to experience and 
to think about the many forms of distancing that we created before—between 
peoples, families, nations, and classes—and to make sure we keep our sights on the 
essence of being human.  

Pathway: Profession: Journalist 
Today, the truth is elusive. It is obscured by fake news, algorithms, and echo 
chambers, making the job of journalists more noble and urgent than it’s ever been 
before. Here, we meet some of the people who see truth-telling as their calling—
voices of clarity that rise above the mediated noise.  

 
For more Pathways and film tips, keep an eye on this page. More information on 
streaming films from the IDFA Online Collection can be found here. 
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Note for the editors: 

For more information or interview requests with Orwa Nyrabia please contact  

Press Officer Manon de Weerd at press@idfa.nl 


